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Back in 2011, a meeting between an art historian and a historian at the
University of York led to the investigation from two disciplinary angles of one
of the great lost buildings of England, St Stephen’s Chapel in the Palace of
Westminster. At the heart of royal government, the medieval chapel was the
most important place of worship in the palace, and a central site for the
liturgical and visual commemoration of the Plantagenet kings. It has often
been regarded as a key building for the development of English medieval
architecture. 1 The sculpture, painted decoration, and glazing were also
magniicent; by good fortune, they are very well documented in the surviving
fabric rolls for the building. The rolls record that the chapel was rebuilt from
1292, at the command of Edward I, and completed some sixty years later,
under his grandson Edward III. The medieval building has been discussed
often by historians of British art and architecture, but the last monograph
appeared as long ago as 1955. 2 St Stephen’s and its college therefore
promised rich rewards for researchers into medieval kingship, the king’s
works, the art and architecture of the building, and the crafts employed at
this major site.
In an extraordinary transformation, from the mid-sixteenth century, St
Stephen’s Chapel became the irst permanent meeting place for the House
of Commons (Fig. 1). 3 This was the physical setting for the development of
representative government in early modern Britain, through three centuries
of debates and legislation, before it was swept away by ire in 1834. The
current House of Commons owes much to it, both in layout and
parliamentary practice. 4 There was also a suggestion, which was lent
authority by the “Living Heritage” pages of the UK Parliament website, that
the liturgical layout of the preceding medieval building had shaped the
Commons chamber and its operations. 5 We therefore planned a study of the
lost building, looking at the relationship between liturgical and political
spaces across a long period—a collaborative initiative that would open up the
building both to scholars and the general public, throwing new light on
Parliament in Britain. Our conversation led to the major AHRC-funded
research project “St Stephen’s Chapel, Westminster: Visual and Political
Culture, 1292–1941” (2013–2017), and a separate project for the publication
of the fabric accounts for the medieval building and college. Central to our
work was the visualisation of the medieval and early modern building, which
we called “Virtual St Stephen’s”. 6 A subsequent AHRC-funded project
“Listening to the Commons” (2018–2019) explored the acoustics of the
pre-1834 chamber and the experience of debates in the House of Commons,
especially as they may have been heard by women. 7 A critical edition of the
accounts, a major book on St Stephen’s College, and numerous articles have
already appeared; a monograph on St Stephen’s across this time-span is in
preparation. 8 Further work on St Stephen’s cloister, and other buildings
formerly belonging to the medieval college, is ongoing.
Figure 1.
Wenceslaus Hollar, Ciuitatis Westmonasteriensis pars, 1647, etching, 15.2
x 28.6 cm. The “Parliament House” is on the left. Parliamentary Art
Collection (WOA 845). Digital image courtesy of Palace of Westminster (All
rights reserved).
The three papers presented here are the fruit of the application of new
technologies to an understanding of St Stephen’s. The irst two are a pair,
about the virtual models that we made of the chapel and the House of
Commons. Virtual modelling is part of the fast-moving ield of digital art
history. 9 Architectural historians have used such models to explore the
spatial character of buildings and their environments, in the present and the
past, and towards the telling of new stories about them, using the diverse
potentials of the medium. 10 Some have focused upon lost monuments, such
as the World’s Columbian Exposition of 1893 (from 1997). 11 By contrast,
“Visualizing Venice” has set out to understand the city, its territories and
lagoon, and how they changed through time (begun 2009). 12 For an
exhibition at the National Gallery in London, the lost church of San Pier
Maggiore in Florence was modelled, as the original context for display of
paintings in their collection (2015–2016), reintegrating scattered parts to
imagine lost wholes. 13 Our project also made use of the particular qualities
that visualisation ofers, to imagine and explore a lost building, an interior
space that changed through time, and the reintegration of parts. We worked
with the Centre for the Study of Christianity & Culture at the University of
York, which is experienced in the making of such virtual models. 14
The irst piece, “Virtual St Stephen’s: The Medieval Model and the Art
Historian”, is a discussion of the model of the medieval chapel from the
perspective of an art historian, about the research that brought what had
been lost into being. The second article, “Mapping the Unknown: Using
Incomplete Evidence to Craft Digital Three-Dimensional Models of St
Stephen’s” is a relection upon the processes of the modeller, with a
discussion of how the model of the House of Commons was created
technically. They consider the value of such visualisations both for research
purposes within the project and for the communication of our indings about
this building to the general public. For all visualisations of a scholarly kind, it
is necessary to record the processes involved in creating them, as the
models themselves do not document their own making and technologies
change. These two essays are also therefore a way of putting our project on
record. The authors explain how decisions were made, so that the models
can be part of continuing conversations. 15 It is likely that the medieval
chapel, for example, will continue to be central to debates about royal
patronage of art and architecture in late medieval England, the transmission
of artistic ideas, the coordination of crafts in such projects, and the efects of
the Black Death upon art. In throwing light upon how the interiors of these
building were created originally and received, we aim to give the
visualisations a continuing value, for researchers and for pedagogical
purposes. 16
During the course of the project, further exciting opportunities grew out of
encounters with specialists in other ields of research. 17 The third article
here, “The Wall Paintings at St Stephen’s Chapel, Westminster Palace”,
records the results of new analyses that were carried out on paintings that
survive from the medieval chapel. Kept today in the British Museum, the
paintings were discovered and removed when the architect James Wyatt
undertook to install new seats for Irish MPs in the House of Commons, after
the Acts of Union in 1800–1801. Both iconographically and technically, the
paintings are of outstanding interest, as many have recognised. 18 They
include lively narrative scenes from the stories of the Old Testament igures
Job and Tobit, with inscriptions, but also brightly painted fragments of
masonry. Together, they are important material evidence for what the highly
decorated interior of St Stephen's once looked like. Indeed, it was part of the
visualisation process to put these paintings back into the building from which
they had been removed. The paintings can also be cross-referenced to
documentary evidence for the painting, gilding, and decoration of the chapel
in the 1350s; the fabric rolls set out the materials that were bought and their
costs, and a wealth of evidence for the painting processes.
Taking up an invitation from curators Lloyd de Beer and Naomi Speakman,
project researchers made their way in May 2014 to look at the paintings in
the museum, along with interested parties from the National Gallery, and
many others. We inspected a group of panels in store, and the best
preserved pieces, now on display in the main galleries. These paintings had
been subjected to analysis in the 1970s, when some preliminary discoveries
were made but the potential of such analysis has increased vastly. 19 Thanks
to the interest and generosity of staf at the British Museum (Lloyd de Beer
and David Saunders), and at the National Gallery in London (Helen Howard
and Catherine Higgitt), it was agreed to carry out new analyses in
2015–2016. These looked especially at underdrawings (infra-red
relectography), the very expensive red lake pigment (high-performance
liquid chromatography), and original inishes. The lexibility of the journal’s
online format has allowed us usefully to include a large number of the
resulting images at a high resolution, often within a slider tool for
comparison. The exciting indings of this research team are published here
for the irst time, revealing much about the sophisticated painting techniques
and lavish materials employed in a project at the very highest level of royal
patronage in fourteenth-century England. They also suggest that there is
much more to be discovered.
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